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ABSTRACT
The topicality of the research is stipulated by the challenges the legal education faces due to the controversial trends toward globalization and national legal system preservation, toward comprehensive legal training on the one hand, and the market increasing demand for narrow-field practitioners. The aims of the research are to study law students’ perceptions regarding teaching/learning formats of studies in progress, to follow the development of students’ perceptions regarding their legal studies at different levels of higher education. The research methods included theoretical analysis, law students’ survey, statistics data processing. The empirical studies included two surveys: the entry survey of second year students of LLB and the same students’ survey when they have moved to the second year of their master studies. The research enhances the awareness of the specific characteristics of public international law teaching within national system of legal culture and its values. The empirical data contributes to teachers’ understanding of students’ needs and raises awareness of learner-centered education within legal domain. The article had both theoretical and practical value as the theoretical background and the proposed methodology can be applied to developing training courses for legal faculty.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern legal education is traditionally considered as an important factor of the nation development within both national and international contexts. Currently this domain of higher education faces debates and disputes regarding the scope and contents, the recommended formats of training, applied of theoretical focus in training, skill-based versus fundamental knowledge-based training, pragmatic or humanistic approach to professional values of lawyer-to-be.
Meanwhile, the shifts and moves within the above multidimensional environment can lead to rather different outcomes in legal training regarding the level of professional expertise, its self-perception by the law school graduate, and his or her future activities.

Further, it is really important to develop students’ reflection skills on their studies in general, and law students’ reflection skills, taking into account the role of reflection in legal profession (Leering, 2014).

Moreover, the above issues come across confronting voices over globalization of law and national legal systems specifics rooted in the long standing historical traditions of nations.

Against the mentioned background there are statements that international law training formats are globally spread and the same across countries, universities, levels of higher legal education (Nowrot, 2004).

The main goal of this paper is to explore law students’ perceptions regarding teaching/learning formats of studies in dynamics, i.e. to trace the development of students’ perceptions regarding their legal studies at different levels of higher education, namely LLB and LLM programs.

The goal is expected to be reached through the following tasks: literature analysis on legal training practices and prospects, law students’ surveys on their preferred formats of studies with additional explanations on the reasons for expressed preference, analysis of variables significance regarding students’ opinions.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The modern higher education strives to develop the personality of a student, his/her individual abilities; to assist the learners to get diverse knowledge, skills and know-how necessary for their prospective realization in the future professional (Hüfner et al., 1997).

Legal education has become one of specific issues within the Higher education studies due to it high profile impact on modern society development and future generations life (Reed, 1999, Webb, 1998). The above has led to specific legal documents regarding legal education (RF President Decree, 2014).

Scholars underline the importance for legal education to contribute to promoting intellectual development, spiritual growth or the broadening of one’s horizon in general and argue for a combination of various approaches and forms of delivering and shaping students’ legal knowledge (Van Klink & de Vries 2013; Sommerlad et al., 2015).

Stakeholder underline that special attention should be paid to development and use of such methods and tools that could motivate students, enhance their self-reliance, promote creative approach to learning, develop practical skills, as well as in the ability to anticipate a real situation of professional activity.
Current research on legal education specifies the importance of the constructivism philosophy (Vanderstraeten, 2002) and humanism principles application, competence-based approach (Sturm & Guinier, 2007), learner-centered interactive training (Barton & Westwood, 2011).

Scholars underline the importance of search for integrated techniques to teach law, appreciate experimental teaching to weight and compare divers teaching/learning practices (Qafisheh, 2016).

Legal educators insist on the importance of Legal Theory and Methodology issues in the legal education contents (Sokhi-Bulley, 2016), agree on the importance of the students’ engagement in empirical research (Hutchinson, 2016), underline the need for comparative approach to studies (Germain, 2016), argue for visualization and performance through case studies (Del Mar, 2016).

Researchers on legal education agree on the importance to combine various formats of studies. Educators outline the following widely accepted teaching/learning forms within the curriculum:

1) lecture; and it seems importance to mention the difference between traditional versus engaging lectures, that are also called broken or interactive lectures, in the course of which students are given short periods of “breaks that can consist of short papers, problem sets, brainstorming sessions, or open discussion (Miller et al., 2013, p. 347-348); moreover, it seems reasonable to distinguish also quest lectures by internationally recognized visiting professors and practitioners from international intergovernmental organizations;

2) various types of seminars, including
   − colloquia seminars with the view to estimating the level of theoretical knowledge in addressing specific problems and tasks (Sokhi-Bulley, 2016); this kind of seminar offers students a wide range of sources is offered for seminar preparation;
   − seminars using Socratic dialogue format that in the form of questions, answers and debates provides the opportunity for sharing theoretical knowledge requires a deep immersion in the problematic aspects of a particular problem with the mastery of a vast theoretical material, primarily of a doctrinal nature. This allows comparing the doctrinal positions of various schools of international law on the most controversial issues and, if possible, developing individual point of view based on the appropriate legal argumentation (Areeda, 1996);
   − problem-solving seminars in an interactive form when subgroups of students are offered only one specific international legal problem for consideration in an interactive form as the above problem solution can be reached by using different approaches (Menkel-Meadow, 2001);
   − professional simulations, i.e. simulation of meetings or negotiations within various international judicial bodies when students are assigned various roles, which implies the most accurate performance of the functions of a particular specialist (Barton et al., 2007);
   − creative tasks with critical thinking focus within the seminar; for instance, such tasks can include an analysis of the provisions of a specific treaty, systematic assessment of the arguments of the parties to the dispute from the position of the judge with the use of various methods of interpreting the provisions of law (Menkel-Meadow, 2001, Montgomery, 2007).

3) mooting (as part of extracurricular activities) include organization and preparation of the university team to participate in the international legal competitions; the above activities imply that a student team is set up to elaborate legal positions and their further presentation in the international court; legal educators underline that is a really specific form of assessment in legal education (Lynch, 1996).

The literature review paved the way to students’ surveys design and implementation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research followed qualitative approach to analysis and incorporated theoretical and empirical activities. Materials for theoretical analysis involved research papers on the issues under study. Their critical investigation paved the way to identify the research problem and elaborate on the methodology for empirical activities that included several stages, including the empirical research overall scheme development, target audiences’ identification and preliminary explanations to enhance students’ understanding purposeful engagement in the experiment, the open-ended questionnaire drafting, students’ survey, and the results thereof processing, as well.

The empirical analysis was a kind of longitudinal study as it encompassed law student cohort opinions during the learners’ studies on their second-year studies on BA program on International Law, and then, during their second-year studies on the MA program on the International Law.

Thus, empirical analysis aimed to evaluate the target audience’ perceptions at two different time periods, with two-year long gap.

The empirical analysis took place at the Law Institute of Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (Moscow) that is really international university and enrolls annually students from over 150 countries.

The survey engaged three flows of students that totally amounted to 103 participants, first during their being second year BA students, and then, second year MA students.

The open-ended questionnaire was practically the same for both surveys. It listed the formats of studies mentioned in the section of Literature review. Students were asked to answer the following questions:

− Do you consider this format of study useful? (yes/no) Why? (Answer in free style)
− Think of the percentage distribution of training time among these formats (if possible give reasons for your choice).

The factor analysis was used to specify students’ perceptions on the teaching/learning process at different periods of their studies at different stages of higher education (bachelor and master levels). The t-test was applied to explore the importance of different variables.

The survey took into account the gender, age, year of studies, cultural background (respondent’s affiliation to eastern/western culture), geographical origin (small towns/industrial cities). The variables have been identified with reference to existing data on the grounds for student perceptions’ diversity (Astin, 1993; Li, 2012). SPSS was used for data procession.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The research revealed that university students prefer to integrate theoretical and applied training and value interactive formats though at different stages of their education students view the relevance of a concrete format differently.

Figure 1 shows BA students’ opinions and Figure 2 reveals MA students’ attitudes. The diagrams provide average percentage that students related to the share of each training form within the overall course of international law subjects.

The comparative analysis of data proved that students’ learning and overall social maturity lead to the significant changes in their perceptions of the learning formats students need for further professional activities. Along the move from BA to MA level students consider lectures, colloquia seminars, and isolated problem solving as less suitable. The statistics confirms over three-fold decrease from 30% to 8%, nearly two-fold decrease from 15% to 9%, and one third decrease from 15% to 10% indicating the relevance of the training formats, respectively. The figures prove that students when growing require more interactive formats related to the profession real settings.

The factor analysis helped to understand reasons for the above changes.
Integrated analysis of students’ responses during their studies at BA and MA levels confirms that agreed that the lecture and colloquia help to detailed, deep and systemic understanding of normative sources (international treaties and other international legal acts), and doctrinal sources, the preference is given to textbooks and monographs in various foreign languages. Moreover, the respondents underlined that the above formats of

*Figure 1. BA students’ opinions*

*Figure 2. MA students’ attitudes*
learning highlight the most important aspects of the problems, and put complex and controversial questions requiring a certain level of independent analysis based on systematic nature of the already acquired knowledge. Meanwhile, respondents have stressed that such kind of knowledge is not the top goal of MA students who strive to engage in real professional settings; the item was mentioned by 87% of the respondents. Moreover, the above percentage of students specified the importance of interactive lectures conducted by guest professors and officers from international institutions. This can be explained by the assumption that such activities enhance students' awareness of the legal profession international environment.

Nonetheless, the discriminant analysis identified as statistically significant (λ = 0.243, χ² = 4.65, p < 0.01) respondent cultural affiliation to the eastern/ western culture. Fewer students who affiliated themselves with the western culture mentioned the need for lectures and colloquia in the curriculum.

On the other hand, the data confirmed students get even more interested in learning in the settings that mirror real world of legal profession in diverse contexts.

When going up from BA to MA programs students start strongly appreciating and vote for simulations, mooting, Socratic dialogues, and retain their interest towards creating tasks, as well. The comparative analysis of the first and second diagrams figures reveal nearly three-fold increase from 7% to 20%, over two-fold increase from 6% to 15%, and 30% increase from 12 to 18 meaning, regarding the mentioned formats of training, relevance, respectively.

The factor analysis explained the grounds for the above state of affairs.

This form of training allows students to master the skills of working with sources, time management for elaborating the position and highlighting the key and most significant arguments. The factor was mentioned by 83% of the respondents.

While preparing the task, students are advised to use materials in the original languages: Acts of international and regional intergovernmental organizations, the practice of different states, international judicial bodies and others. This also enhances students' practical experience; the item was mentioned by 81% of the respondents.

As for simulations, they assume a comprehensive analysis of normative and other materials, as well as viewing the video and audio materials of various hearings of a particular organization. This work allows students to master the skills of working in the courtroom, being immersed in the real practical settings. This item was mentioned by 78% of the respondents. As an example, students mentioned their participation in simulation of the Dispute Settlement Body within the World Trade Organization.

Another example mentioned by the students concerned the simulation of international negotiations with a view to drawing up and concluding an international agreement. The experimental data confirms the research team preliminary assumption that simulations allow for developing the creative potential of students, their ability to activate their skills of team work for negotiating and balancing diverse positions.

Nonetheless, again the discriminant analysis identified as statistically significant (λ = 0.221, χ² = 4.07, p < 0.001) respondents' cultural affiliation to the eastern/ western culture.

Less percentage of the students who affiliated themselves with the eastern culture mentioned the need for interactive formats, including simulations, mooting, Socratic in the curriculum.

The discriminant analysis data goes in line with theoretical assumptions that have been outlined in previous research (Dent, 2005). The data requires further research and draws law teachers' attention to the culturally sensitive formats of legal training.
CONCLUSION

The research data elaborated one law students’ perceptions regarding teaching/learning formats of studies in dynamic paradigm, allowed for associating the change in the mentioned perceptions with students’ studies at different levels of higher education, students’ educational values from a cultural perspective. The findings helped to understand students’ priorities with the view to learning formats and styles.

The research findings contribute to enhancing the concept of interactive teaching of international law. The domain of training will gain if various methods of educational and cognitive activities are combined through integrating verbal and performance methods (narrative story, dispute, explanation, etc.), theoretical and applied training (lecture and practical tasks), deductive and inductive methods, research-led training with various level of investigation (from concrete search towards full-scale research), etc.

The university-based teaching on Public International Law takes into account internationally recognized standard forms of training and assumes that a qualified lawyer should reach civil maturity and follow national specifics of professional legal ethics, of legal and psychological culture. Curriculum design of academic programs on Public International Law requires careful understanding of peculiarities related to the teaching subject, target audiences, educational and professional contexts.
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